TOOLS NEEDED:
Trimmer, scissors, adhesive and foam pop dots.

SUPPLY LIST:
PATTERNED PAPER:
1 sheet Enjoy the View (#5808) 1 sheet Yellow Dots/Ombre (#5820) 1 sheet 2x12 Border & 4x12 Title Strip Elements (#5814)
EMBELLISHMENTS:
1 pack SN@P! Cards (#5823) 1 pack Bits & Pieces (#5829) 1 pack Chipboard Stickers (#5828) 1 pack Enamel Dots (#5831) 1 pack Decorative Brads (#5827)

DIRECTIONS:
1. Use full sheet of Enjoy the View (Stripe side) paper as base for layout.
2. Trim Yellow Dot paper to 8 ½ x 12 and adhere 1 ¼ from left side of base.
3. Trim “sunshine, sand & smiles” 2x12 strip & adhere across base ½” from top.
4. Adhere red diagonal stripe 4x6 card vertically 1 ¾ from left side of yellow dot & 1 ¼ below 2x12 strip.
5. Add journaling & the “today” tab to the wood banner with flowers 3x4 card.
6. Center the following 3x4 cards over red diagonal stripe card 1/4” from each other; blue “Summer Fun” top left, wood banner & flowers top right, wood “smile (it’s summer)” bottom left & 3x4 photo bottom right.
7. Place “good day sunshine” chipboard cloud in center of 3x4 cards.
8. Add a 3x3 photo to wood polaroid frame & add to right of 3x4 photo at a right angle.
9. Add “you & me” banner piece top right corner of photo & “busy being happy” piece across the bottom of frame & photo. Add a large teal enamel dot to right of piece.
10. Wood “smile” 3x4 card: Pop “Enjoy” & “a perfect day” banners to bottom left edge. Add dots to right of banners. Add “Life is Beautiful” banner to top left corner.
11. Blue “Summer fun” 3x4 card: add “summer lovin’” stamp piece in bottom left corner, layer wood anchor at left angle & green chipboard heart. Pop pink “so lovely” banner to left. Center chipboard “sunshine” wood circle on top of card, add enamel dots.
12. Add wood floral banner in top left corner of layout with light teal chipboard heart.
13. Add dark teal heart, and enamel dots below “smiles” on 2x12 strip.
14. Wood banner 3x4 card; pop green “summer” piece to lower right & add “care free” brad above. Add flamingo chipboard sticker above polaroid frame & pop “summer arrows” word strip above.
TOOLS NEEDED:
Trimmer, scissors, adhesive and foam pop dots.

SUPPLY LIST:

PATTERNED PAPER:
- 1 sheet 4x6 Horizontal Journaling Cards (#5811)
- 1 sheet 2x12 Border & 4x12 Title Strip Element (#5814)

STICKERS:
- 1 sheet each Fundamentals (#5802) & Expressions (#5803) Stickers

EMBELLISHMENTS:
- Bits & Pieces (#5829) SN@P! Cards (#5823) SN@P! Cuts (#5826)
- Enamel Dots (#5831)

12x12 POCKET PAGES:
- Design 2 (#4049)
- Design 9 (#4056)

DIRECTIONS:

PAGE 1 - DESIGN 9

1. Trim off the 4x12 Title Strip Element. Pop the pink, yellow & red heart stickers as shown. Add a pink enamel dot to the yellow heart. Place in top pocket.

2. Use the wood/diagonal multi stripe 4x6 SN@P! card. Adhere a 4x4 photo to create a pocket by adding adhesive across the top, bottom & right side. Adhere to the left side of 4x6 card. Pop teal “enjoy” banner piece on photo & add a yellow enamel dot.

3. Add the tiny sun tab sticker to the top right of the “Summer” list 3x4 SN@P! card. Place in photo pocket. Add card to left center 4x6 pocket.

4. To the HELLO 3x4 SN@P! Cut add pink “hello” & pop yellow “sunshine” circle pieces. Add teal, red & yellow enamel dots.

5. Add ombre “Best Summer Ever” 4x6 SN@P! card.

6. Add photos to remaining pockets.

PAGE 2 - DESIGN 2

1. Pop hearts sticker in bottom left corner of “hello” card. Add random enamel & add teal enamel dots among confetti. Place in top left pocket.

2. Pop 4x6 wood camera SN@P! Cut onto ombre 4x6 SN@P! card. Add “Happy Summer” banner sticker & pop small flower cluster with enamel dot. Place in center right pocket.

3. Add teal, red & yellow enamel dots to “summer documented” 4x6 card. Place in bottom left pocket.

4. Use the multi dots 4x6 SN@P! card. Adhere a 4x4 photo to create a pocket by adding adhesive across the top, bottom & left side. Adhere to the right side of 4x6 card. Pop teal “a perfect day” banner piece on photo & add a yellow enamel dot.

5. Add the tiny teal geo tag sticker to the top right of cloud journal 3x4 SN@P! card. Place in photo pocket. Add card to bottom right pocket.

6. Add photos to remaining pockets.

designed by: Sue Kendall